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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

10207 3.6m During the last weekend. it was detected 
that the 3P6's windscreen is not working 

Repaired. Close 

10198 2.2m Calibration of the wavelength solution is 
crashing most of the times 

PSI realign calibration unit. After consultation with I. Saviane, we 
decided to close this LPRS and consider the problem solved. Our 

thanks to O. Schuetz for his help.To be closed. 
010108 3.6m M1 Unit: Calculated value of the axial 

pads A8 force is incorrect 
No advance in the design and fabrication of a special tool 

010184 3.6m HARPS: A serious problem with LN2 
flexible transfer. 

To keep it open until the spares arrive to La SIlla 

010208 3.6m Encoder positions of HARPS retarded 
plate 

IKA: On hold until Alex has time to tackle this again, currently 
secondary guiding project has more priority. 

 
010047 ASM Meteo stations operational issues IKA: Added crontab entry to wlsops3  (user asmmgr) to clean up 

/vltdata/tmp/meteo.log file every day at 12:01 UTC. There has been 
no problems reported so far. IKA will comment and close. 

010078 NTT NTT EFOSC2 Configuration confusion Problem is clear but reason are unknown.No solution for the 
moment and DNOs must check and apply a work around if problem 

is detected. 
010189 NTT TCS mswControl environment failed No new events. Closed 
010200 NTT M1 actuator The motor was replaced and temporal gain is normal. The motor 

drains a slightly higher current than similar actuators but within 
acceptable range. Presence of O. Lavin will be greatly appreciated 
to  train staff in mechanical maintenance of actuators. To be closed 

010205 NTT SOFI Pls. install stpsop module at the 
SOFI workstation and update the 
program ID 

JUR to comment 

010132 Other Opslogs arriving empty in AUTREP JUR to comment 
 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week NTT 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

10215 2.2m When you press the option "Get Time Accounting” it 
doesn't work, there is no answer and the NightLog got 
stuck. 
 

Assigned to DHA 

10214 Feros After a preset, when is going to start the exposure the 
OB was aborted with error message: 
 

FEROS OS restarted. Solved. Close 

 
10213 SOFI SOFI module stdsop 1.32 is not listed on the 

integration module 
Assigned to SW 

10212 FEROS Culdn't get OB ID From 22:41 to 07:39 UT  on 
"Nighttime Activities" window, on Night Log system 
inside of "OB ID" text box. This did happen when 
using FEROS. 
 

Assigned to DHA 

10211 3.6m The remote control of hydraulic system failed to start 
from the control rack 

During the start up procedure, the hydraulic system 
worked for a few seconds and the stops. 
BAH: The system was checked and works normally. 
The most likely reason is that one must keep the 
button pressed for a couple of seconds to get a normal 
operation. A label will be installed to instruct about. To 
be closed. 

10210 DIMM The cooling system alarm of CCD's DIMM has been 
activated several times on this shift and one of the 
TIOs is going to check and fill the cooling system. 
 

The chiller was found OK. The automatic dialer was 
repaired; a fuse was changed in the electronic 
card.Close 

10209 Harps Guiding unstable, Does not do corrections in RA The problem was introduced when AG version was 
changed to 3.20 for the new HARPS tip-tilt fast 

guiding control. Moving back to 3.19 version solved 
the problem. Close 



 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Deadline 

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used 
at 3.6m 

Waiting for Mechanics Paranal to start the fabrication. 
The filter wheel will be placed within the workshop 
priority list of works. No news. 

Assigned.  8/30/09 

NTT 20/02/10 
Heater power parameter is not 
displayed on SOFI-ICSmodule.  

It was found in ISAAC the place where the software 
should be changed. It was proposed to have it install in 
SOFI first at it is actually free to access. To contact 
JUR. 

New  

3.6m 11/7/09 
Define 3.6m dome open status as 
hatch#4 open and include it in 
wlsasm dome info file 

Defined as low priority. ASE will be assigned once he 
is finished with other higher priority tasks. Assigned ? Not 

assigned 

General 8/18/09 
Remote control of several support 
functions (like hydraulic plants, 
HARPS LED, etc.) is not provided. 

4x ADAM modules were purchased for control. 
Another 2x were purchased for reading info 

Waiting for the modules 

Assigned  

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding 
hardware potential failure. 

This week, we just finished to carry out two pending 
goals: 
- virtual midas test 
- remedy + veritas 
I cmmArchived virtual midas test in our La Silla cmm 
Documents data base. 
Although this is not a document, I found safer to 
cmmArchive it there than 
as a DVD or a file anywhere. 
However I wonder how is this data base backed up. 
How to restore it if it crashes? 
We reach it thru sciops@rini.ls.eso.org. 
But I don't even know where are the files? 
We also now have an improved Night Log tool. 
It took quite some time to Ivan to install it ( from home). 
We also need to be sure it could be restored easily. 
Please tell me if you know the answers. 
If not, how define a procedure. 
Paul 
In August will be tested in the NTT 

Assigned ?  

General 27/1/10 
Video conference and projector 
must be installed in NOB meeting 
room 

Still waiting for the arrival of the equipment. Assigned 
 

General 6/4/2010 
Data handling takes quite a long 
time from day operations. According 
to PARANAL DHA, there exists  
DVD handling robots which could 
spare some time of Data handling 

No advantages when used for a few DVDs.  Closed 
 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE 
Number 

Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

 2.2m 
FEROS Calibration Unit 
Modification The unit is in Paranal for JPI assembly. 

80020-
0001 

NTT Safety Camera for NTT Camera has arrived and it is ready for installation. 

 
 

 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

3.6m HARPS Sec.Guiding The unit was installed in the telescope and the mechanical fit and working was controlled. 
First test by sending the table to fix positions were possible with software. Still not working 
the guiding. Unfortunately ASE needed to go down to La Serena due to medical reasons. 
Planning of the next actions will be done as soon as ASE recovers from his problems. 
To be installed : 1) An electrovalve for the air circuit,2) An overpressure switch in the same 
line, 3)An air release valve for the after-air-cut. 

Testing in the 
telescope will 

continue. 

La Silla Dust Measurements Asking of the equipment will be planned according to the resources available in LA Silla to 
perform the testing. SGU agreed to borough it but, for a short period as it is a continuous 
study in Paranal for the E-ELT. We will look for an adequate period to start the 
measurements. 

To determine 
the best time 
for the teting 

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

La Silla 2010+ Review A new iteration on the presentation was done.  

NTT roof leak Some water leak was detected on the NTT roof and must be sealed again. 

NTT oscillations During IQIYE camera run, some tiny oscillations were reported at around 40 Hz. Measurements were made with 
accelerometers which revealed faint oscillations at 40 Hz, produced by fans in the M2 control rack. A report will be 



measurements produced and ways to dump the oscillations will be studied. 

Schmidt dome wheels 
repair 

A quotation was obtained from Vulco (Chile). The cost to repair all twelve wheels amounts about Eu 9K 

New CRE to prepare A script (o a sequence of) to do a controlled shutdown in case of emergency will be prepared. 
Also a modification to the lifting platform to remove Harps adapter will be requested. 

Preparation for winter 
season 

A check to the usual actions to be prepared for the winter season was made. 

Recreation plan The proposed recreation plan was approved by A. Kaufer and we can proceed with the PR on those items which are 
clearly defined. 

Visit of C. Muckle Christian Muckle, new ESO safety engineer visited La Silla to get an introduction to the site.   

Radios equipment  Radios to improve the safety of staff working alone in telescopes or remote areas will be ordered, after approved by 
GAN 

  

  

  

\ 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 03.05.2010 – 11.05.2010  
Prepared by: JFL, PSI, AMA, BAH 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

07-08.05 AMA During MAXIMO patrol it was discover that the Pulpo was frozen. The unit was 
power off/on and it comes to working condition again. It happened two times. 
Pending: Monitor Pulpo, possible temperature problem. 

 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
    
 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

03-10.05.10 VAO, FVA Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
5-7.05 AMA, JFL, 

PSI 
Searching for oscillation at the telescope structure, a possible source of image 
elongation. A tri-axis accelerometer on loan from Garching was installed on the top 
ring and monitored. The equipment was on loan during the weekend and has to be 
sent back to Germany on Monday 10/05. We took a series of measurements using 
the Spectrum Analyzer facilities. JFL have all data recovered from that system. 

 

07.05 AMA M1 Actuator 42 was detected with 0.8 ma current and it make that the Temporal 
Gain Test Task was aborted. By Using Command nttguim1 we can move out from 
limit and after it start to work properly. 

 

    
    
 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

03-10.05.10 GES Daily control of telemetry   M 
6.05 JFL, PSI The Harps adapter did not initialize and complaint about serial communication with 

hafs function. This function was deactivated, as it should be, and the adapter could 
be initialized. 

 

06.05 AMA, PSI We enter to the HARPS vessel in order to disassembly the shutter unit and to take 
the photos and write the circuit and the connector pin number to send it to 
Garching 

 

    
    
 



3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

03-10.05.10 FVA, VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
04.05.10 FVA, VAO, 

BAH 
IN-PM-  Windscreen   

05.05.2010 FAR The remote control of hydraulic system failed in the 3p6 rack 
During this week on the startup procedure the hydraulic system failed on the 
3p6 rack twice. The hydraulic System was turned on but it worked only a few 
seconds and it failed 

010211 

05.05.2010 ASE Guiding doesn't  do corrections in RA. This problem seems to have been 
introduced by a change of version of the 3.6m AG software from 3.19 to 3.20, 
which was necessary for the new HARPS Tip/Tilt Fast Guiding control. The 
problem is closed for now, as the fix of the 3.20 version should be part of the 
HARPS Fast Guiding project.      CLOSED 

010209 

03.05.2010 BAH The windscreen is not working. It was fixed by Maintenance Department.     
CLOSED 

010207 

 
2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

08.05.2010 IKA Error on FEROS exposition start. This is known problem with qsemu. The 
newer version of qsemu could be tried, but last time we tried it we had other 
problems. However, not sure if those problems were because of new qsemu. 
In case this starts happening a lot we should try qsemu patch. It should be 
installed both wferos and w2p2tcs.   CLOSED 

 

010214 

03-10.05.10 GES Daily control of telemetry   M 

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

6.05 PSI After the Fiera overheating event of previous week due to cooling water failure, the 
GROND CCDs images started to show random events of bright pixels. The events 
were all single pixel ones, and with offsets of around 1024 from the neighboring 
pixels, pointing to some random digital problem with bit 210 . Since the events 
covered both Video boards in use, I ruled out a failure at that level and looked into 
the COMM board that gather video data and transmits it through fibre link to the 
Sparc. I replaced that board and since then the bright pixels have not shown again. 
The removed COMM board will be sent to Garching for testing and repair. 

 

 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

03-10.05.10 FVA, VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
09.05.2010 CCE In the NightLog action "Get Time Accounting" doesn't work. There is no 

answer and the NightLog got stuck. Waiting for Cecilia Ceron to look the 
problem. 

010215 

06.05.2010 CCE FEROS OBs don’t arrive to the NihtLog. Ismo Kastinen : Occurrences of negative 
OBS ID (-2147483648). It seems that everytime when we have this problem 
previos OBS ID is greater than 900 million. Waiting for Cecilia Ceron to look 
the problem. 

010212 

    
 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

05.05.10 VAO, GES Change Dewars and refilling telescope  
08.05.10 GES, VAO Change Dewars and refilling telescope  
    



 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

    

    

 
Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

05-06.05 AMA, JFL 1.54 Danish Telescope. Adaptor troubleshooting due to the Mirror Carriage. It 
refuses to initialize. First, I found a pair of cables crushing by a connector plate, but 
this was not the problem. Second, I change the Driver Motor Board (The same one 
that currently use at 360 Adaptor, made by Hans Attersjoe), but, this was not also 
the problem. Finally we discover that each second initialization command the 
system works properly (??). By thinking in a possible Time out figure, we put some 
oil in the worm gear of Carriage, but indeed this doesn’t help. So we think that it is 
related with software and we are waiting for someone coming to La Silla. 

Pending: Go back with the original VME Motor Driver Board. 

 

6.05 AMA, JFL 1.54 Danish.  Troubleshooting problem in adapter pickup mirror.  

07.05 AMA 1.54 Danish. A PC in the control room reset by itself all the time, so we take away 
the CPU fan and was cleaned and also oily. After this intervention system start to 
work properly. 

 

9.05 JFL, OVA, 
GSM 

1.54 Danish.  Smog coming from the polar crown wheel area. It was found that it 
emerged from the drain holes for oil recycling and produced in the hydraulic pump. 
OVA will investigate if it is necessary to replace the oil.    

 

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

05.05.10 FVA IN - 1W - UPS - Power House - Heating Plant M6131482 
05.05.10 FVA, JCU Revision Lines 6 KVA to Pelican, for problem in a phase, cut electric bridge is 

repaired 
 

    
    
 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

6-8.05 JFL We had the visit of Christian Muckle, Site Safety Engineer, who got an introduction 
to the La Silla site. 

 

07.05.10 GES Check-up fire alarm system electrical workshop  

10.05.10 GES Check-up fire alarm Silent knight into La Silla  

 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

03-10.05.10 GES ,FVA, 
VAO, JCU 

12 WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

01.05.10 LWE IN- 1M Reading energy meters La Silla and Pajonales M 
04.05.10 GES Refilling Dewars Swiss Telescope   
07.05.10 GES Check up dialer alarm system  Chiller DIMM  

7-8.05 JFL Jose Abad and Robert Ridings, mechanics engineers recently joining ESO into the 
ELT team, visited La Silla. They took a tour around, mainly interested in mirror 
cells, aluminization and mirror care. 
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List of Acronyms 

AGO: Andrés González TMES 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  SUPP 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY 

FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia TMES 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GSM: Gerardo Smith TMES 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   SUPP 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PLS: Paul Le Saux DNOS 



EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
 

GHA: Gustavo Hahn DCS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
 

ILO: Ignacio López TMES 
LGA: Leonardo Gallegos DNOS 
LRO: Luis Romero TMES 
 

PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
PVE: Pablo Vergara MEC 
VAO: Oscar Varas TMES 

 


